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Fate brings three women together for a chance to unlock their deepest desires.What happens when

the very gods depend on mortals for help? That's what three very different young women find out

when they are invited to Warrior's Peak.The Malory Price Life Plan does not include a quixotic

questÃ¢â‚¬â€•but the strangers on Warrior's Peak claim that she must find a key that will release

three souls held captive by an evil god.Little does she know that the quest will bring her two new

friends, the love of her life, and danger beyond anyone's imagination. --This text refers to an out of

print or unavailable edition of this title.
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As always Nora writes a wonderful story. This book was double fold for me because my husband

put thought into a gift I truly wanted and purchased this trilogy for me for my birthday. I have one

problem which bothered me was the female characters wishy wasyness. I know it's necessary for

her to come into her own but the male got on my nerves. When a female says no, no should mean

no and having a man ignore the no send the wrong signals. He pushes his way into her house, he

pushes himself on her, and other stuff. I'm not ogle to think borderline rapist qualifies are sexy our

romantic. I did complete the read and it worked out some how but I'm very uncomfortable with that

kind of behavior. I'm not here to upset anyone but that is my opinion.

The Key Series, by Nora Roberts is now my new all time favorite I don't want to give away the



storyline, but I loved the metaphysical flavor, the magic of all three books in the series. This trilogy is

a "feel good" series which I'm sure I'll reread from time to time. I loved how the author brought every

character to life and made the reader feel like he/she was actually in the story. Just awesome!. The

storyline started off really good with the first of book 1 of the series and just kept building, getting

better and better all the way through the end of the third book in the series. You really must read this

trilogy!!

Good size for a Nora Roberts, approx 352 pages for kindle version, another trilogy which she

generally seems to write well. 3 single females come together in a small town, being connected by

history & greater forces to face a challenge which could either reward them very well or harm them

[am very conscious not to throw in spoilers]. The introduction really 'sucked me in' & it was a good

mix of this history & supernatural type forces, Gods etc, mixing with modern day & of course the

requisite romance which is attached to each character throughout the trilogy [in this case, Mallory

after some ups & downs will inevitably take home her prince in the form of hunky Flynn]. It is not

earth shattering or overly challenging [personally, not why I read!] & I guess I found our fair

protagonist slightly dull/uptight. But overall a good immersive read; not Nora's best but certainly not

her worst [as evidenced by my already having bought out the next 2 in the series]. I find Dana the

second yet real-life 'heroine' more feisty & interesting. These books are more interesting than the

standard romance. For another suggestion if you like trilogies with strong female leads I'd try the

Three Sisters trilogy starting with Dance upon the air. Anyhow even if I hadn't bought the remainder

of this trilogy I'm sure it wouldn't affect Nora's bank account :) And it doesn't need to effect yours

either, that's what 'try a sample' button is for...

3.5The first book in the Key trilogy reminded me a lot to Nora Roberts' oldest series. The writing,

flow and characters felt classic Nora and I loved it.'Key of Light' focuses on Malory and Flynn with

supporting appearances by the future couples. It is Malory's turn to find the first of three keys that

will free the demigoddesses that were trapped centuries ago. It is her turn to fall in love and find the

courage and beauty she didn't thought she had.It was a pleasant journey watching her discover

more of herself, as well as falling in love with Flynn.Still, there were some issues I had with the

book:*Malory falling in love fast and not trusting the man. I believe love and trust go side by

side.*There was a scene where the men decide to seek for Rowena and Pitte without telling the

women and when the women showed up Flynn reacted too macho for my taste. I hated those

scenes. I love an Alpha Hero but I didn't love Flynn's actions in this part.OVERALL:'Key of Light'



had its ups and downs but it was an enjoyable reading. The friendship between the characters didn't

feel as strong as other NR heroes/heroines but I want to believe it was because this is book 1. Also,

there were no real and dangerous threats like in previous series but that didn't lessen my interest.

gives you hope for humanity prevailing over all the evil out there. Hope you read and enjoy this book

as much as I did. loved the audible book the person who depicted all the characters made them

come to life!

I recommend this book if you need to take a break from the stress, troubles and fears of life . Step

into the shoes of the characters and gain a little hope that your real life troubles maybe conquered.

I love this trilogy. Nora Roberts writes great books. I had to read all 3, captured me andI couldn't

wait to see what happened to the characters. Couldn't put these books down.

I was excited to find this trilogy by Nora Roberts. I finished the Key of Light and started the second

in the trilogy today.I love the characters. I can feel some of their emotions because I've been in their

predicaments and walked in their shoes.Nora creates real scenarios. Holding jobs that are

comfortable and people have held for years, not just weeks. Then to befired or let go because of

jealousy or what ever happens that is not the heroines fault, is very real. It happens and each book

and eachcharacter expressed the feelings that we hold deep inside and have harbored. Love Nora

Roberts books and will continue to readthem.
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